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TEASER ACT

FADE TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY AFTERNOON

An EXPLOSION comes out from the bank, causing a HOLE to

APPEAR in the wall, releasing SMOKE from the hole.

From the smoke comes out some bats, the Bat Queen and B.I.G

carrying bags of money. The Bat Queen places her bag of

money to the ground and pulls out her makeup case and opens

it, and looks at herself in the mirror.

THE BAT MISTRESS’S P.O.V THE BAT MISTRESS REFLECTION

The Bat Queen looks at her face in the mirror.

THE BAT QUEEN

(glad)

Good, no marks on my face.

Suddenly the Koalamoble appears behind the Bat Mistress in

the mirror.

RETURN TO SCENE

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalamoble

stops in front of the Bat Mistress and B.I.G. The roof of

the Koalamoble OPENS up and the Koalas wearing their

hoodies leap out of the Koalamoble from the roof.

Paul, Jake, Martin and Bruce all does flying jump kicks at

B.I.G and Fluffy throws a flying punch right at the Bat

Mistress.

B.I.G

The Koalas how do you know we’re

here?

MARTIN

(answers)

A thing called the Crime tracker

that can track crime in a 500 mile

raddest.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Well that explains it. In that

case, let’s fight.

(CONTINUED)
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B.I.G

As you wish my lady.

B.I.G throws a punch right at Bruce, but Bruce blocks the

punch and throws a counter kick right B.I.G hitting him in

the chest, and Jake presses a button on his skateboard

causing it to TRANSFORM into the laser blaster mode on his

skateboard and SHOOTS LASERS at B.I.G causing him to walk

backwards from the laser blast.

B.I.G

That’s new.

JAKE

(smiles)

I know lasers are awesome.

B.I.G grab Jake’s skateboard and SNAPS it in half, and

punches Jake, causing him SKID across the road and hit a

street lamp.

The Bat Mistress points her finger at Fluffy causing her

bats to swarm right at her, Fluffy do a triple tornado kick

right at the incoming Bats hitting them causing them to fall

to the ground. The Bat Queen does a SONIC SCREAM ATTACK

right at Fluffy, but Fluffy dodges the attack at the sonic

scream, hit a parked car causing it to EXPLODE. Fluffy

throws a sticky bomb right at the Bat Queen’s mouth causing

STICKY SLIME to cover her mouth.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Sorry I can’t hear you with all of

that slime on your mouth.

B.I.G FIRES his laser eye right at the Koalas, but Martin

FIRES his laser from his glasses right at the laser from

B.I.G’s laser eye hitting it’s laser causing the 2 laser

beams to collide ,causing them to EXPLODE on impact.

Jake and Paul both do jump kicks right at 2 sides of B.I.G

hitting him in his shoulders and arms. Paul does a leg sweep

on B.I.G knocking him to the ground. The Koalas all throw

their sticky bombs right at B.I.G covering him in STICKY

SLIME.

Fluffy comes over to her brothers. Suddenly the police cars

come over and the police come out of the police cars. Arthur

walks over to the koalas with a smile on his face.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to the Koalas)

Thanks guys for your help we’ll

take it from here.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(to Arthur)

No problem we got to get going now,

we don’t want to get too much

attention from the media.

The Koalamoble drive up behind the Koalas and the Koalas

going into the Koalamoble.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Guys I’ll be at your house later I

hater to ask your mother something.

PAUL

OK see you later.

The Koalamoble drove off down the street.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE IN

ACT 1

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM AFTERNOON

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the Koala’s house in

the living room Rose was reading a book, Fluffy was reading

a magazine, Martin is doing some math on his laptop, Jake is

eating a taco while playing a handhold video game, Bruce is

on the floor doing push ups and Paul is watching the History

Network.

On the History Network is a documentary on cave men. On the

TV one of the cave men is drawing on the cave walls, another

one is making a spear wrapping an arrowhead at the end of a

long stick and a cave woman is making a fire by SCAMMING two

stones together making a spark.

NARRATOR (V.O)

After the dinosaurs went extinct

the cave men become the supreme

rulers of the Earth. Before modern

technology came cave men have to

make tools for themselves and paint

on the walls to pass the time.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Well that is just so boring back in

those days, what do they do for

action?

MARTIN

Cave men also hunt for food.

FLUFFY

What they don’t have any

restaurants back then?

PAUL

(answered)

No the Greece and Romans created

the restaurant to serve food and

drinks to customers.

FLUFFY

Well they should’ve made then

during the prehistoric days.

Suddenly Arthur come through the front door.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Hello, Hello

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Oh hi Arthur glad you can make it,

you’re here to ask me something

right?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Yes I want to ask you something,

could we speak in the kitchen.

ROSE MCSCOTT

OK.

Rose and Arthur both go into the kitchen.

JAKE

What do you think Arthur wants with

mom?

Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

BRUCE

Well we do know that our brother

has super hearing so he can hear

about their conversation.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

So what are they saying?

PAUL

I think that Arthur is asking mom

out on a date.

ROSE MCSCOTT(O.S)

Of course I’ll go on a date with

you.

BRUCE

(surprised)

WHAT!!

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE KITCHEN

Bruce,Jake, Martin and Paul run into the kitchen

BRUCE

What do you mean going on a date?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well since we meet Arthur we both

develop crushes on each other so we

are going on our very first date.

PAUL

Is there a thing called taking it

slow?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Well we did take it slow and now we

are finally dating.

Then suddenly Fluffy come into the kitchen.

FLUFFY

(smile)

Well I think it’s great you guys

are finally going out together,

it’s a next level in friendship.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to Rose)

So I’ll let you get ready I’ll pick

you up at 8.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Sounds good.

Arthur left the kitchen and then walk through the front

door.

FLUFFY

(smile)

Come on mom I’ll help you pick out

something to wear.

Fluffy and Rose both go upstairs.Paul, Bruce Martin and Jake

look worried

MARTIN

I don’t think this date this is

good for mom.

JAKE

I agree mom is just not hot enough

for Arthur.

PAUL

We better see if this date works

out, if you know what I mean.

BRUCE

(smiled)

Oh I know what you mean.

FADE TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY LE GRAND RESTAURANT EVENING

MELLOW PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the evening Arthur’s

car DRIVE up to the red carpet to the restaurant. Arthur

steps out from his car in a suit and tie and walked over to

the other side of the car and opened the door for Rose

letting Rose to step out from the car in a lovely red dress.

On the roof top of the building across from the restaurant,

Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake all APPEAR out of nowhere

deactivating the invisibility function on their belts.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty is This the place.

MARTIN

Yeap this is it.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(smiles)

Good it’s time to plan operation

disaster date.

Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake press a button on their utility

belts, causing them to turn INVISIBLE.

FADE TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT DINNING ROOM

In the restaurant dinning room the dinning room is filled

with people. Arthur and Rose are seating in the middle of

the dinning room. WAITER in his 40s with black hair walks up

to their table with a plate with a silver cover of it.

The Waiter places the plate onto the table and takes off the

cover to see nothing is there. The Waiter looks confused

WAITER

Hmm I might of took the wrong

plate.

The Waiter walks back to the kitchen. Arthur and Rose starts

to hold hands.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

I am really enjoying our evening so

fare.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(smiles)

Me too.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT VENTS.

In the vents, Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake are watching

security footage in the restaurant, with Rose and Arthur

holding hands.

JAKE

We took away their food, but they

are still falling for each other.

BRUCE

Now what?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

I think it’s time to make a phone

call.

Paul takes out his koala cell and presses on it, causing it

to BEEP. He puts it up against his ear and then it starts to

RING.

PAUL

(into his koala cell)

Hello Le Grand, I need to speak

with Arthur Nickles.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT DINNING ROOM

The waiter walks up to Arthur and Rose.

WAITER

(to Arthur)

Sorry to interrupt your night,

but you have a phone call.

ARTHUR NICKELS

I do? I’ll be right back Rose.

Arthur gets up from his seat and walks over to the front

desk.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT FRONT DECK

Arthur walks up to the front deck, picks up the phone and

put it up to his ear.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(into the phone)

Hello.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT VENTS.

In the vents of the restaurant Paul is on his Koala cell

while Jake is eating the food that Arthur and Rose ordered.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(into the phone)

Yes this is the chief of police I

need asap. There is an emergency at

the donut shop.

ARTHUR NICKELS(V.O)

Are you sure you’re the chief of

police.

Bruce grabs Paul’s phone and puts it up against his ear.

BRUCE

(into the koala cell)

Yes it is the chief. And as your

chief I demand you to get back to

the base.

JAKE

Dude that’s so lame, allow me to

talk to Arthur.

Jake grabs the Koala Cell out from Bruce’s hand and put the

Koala cell up to his ear.

JAKE

(into the phone)

Arthur I need to back here to base

to polish my awards.

ARTHUR NICKELS(V.O)

(koalacell)

Hey Jakey.

JAKE

(into the koala cell)

Hey Arthur, how’s the date going?

Suddenly a BUZZING come out from the Koala Cell.

JAKE

(into the koala cell)

Hello, hello?

BRUCE

(to Jake)

Well that backfired.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder.

PAUL

alright plan B, Marty

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

I am all over it.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT DINNING ROOM

The Waiter come by the table that Rose and Arthur are

sitting at with a pitcher of water holding it in his left

hand. Suddenly a throwing star hits the pitcher causing the

water from the pitcher to SPLASH all over Arthur.

WAITER

Oh sorry.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(smile)

It’s good I’ll clean it up.

ROSE MCSCOTT

And I’ll be here.

Arthur winks at Rose and walks towards the bathroom.

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND MEN’S BATHROOM EVENING

In the men’s bathroom Arthur puts his tie under a hand

dryer. Arthur presses the button on the dryer activating it

causing the head dryer to BLOW hot air on his tie.

Suddenly Arthur hears a CRACKING noise. All of a sudden

Paul, Martin, Bruce and Jake all come CRASHING down from the

ceiling and down onto the bathroom floor.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to the Koalas)

Paul, Bruce, Martin, Jake what are

you guys going here?

Paul, Jake, Martin and Bruce get up from the floor.

JAKE

Um we’re here to just stop and say

hi. So... Hi

PAUL

The truth is that, we are here to

see if this could work out.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

But now we are here, we just want

to stop this date.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Is that is why you are here?

MARTIN

Of course it is.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Guys you have nothing to worry

about nothing is going to happen.

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE and a RUMBLING noise

comes out from the floor.

MARTIN

(to Paul)

Powerful Paul your ears is

something the matter?

PAUL

Yes there is something coming up

from the floor.

BRUCE

It could be an earthquake.

THRILLING EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of a

sudden THE ROACH, cruel, mean, rude, with brown, and yellow

hi tech armor with two power drills on both hands came

BURSTING through from the bathroom stalls.

BRUCE

Is that some type of roach?

JAKE

I think it’s 1 of the mutanted

kinds, the one who go into fancy

restaurants like this one.

The Roach pointed his lasers right at Arthur Nickels.

THE ROACH

Hello Arthur glad to see you again.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Archer is that you?

THE ROACH

It’s the Roach now Arthur, it’s the

Roach!!!

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Wait Arthur, do you know this guy?

ARTHUR NICKELS

It’s a long story.

ACTION THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Roach

FIRES a LASER BEAM out from his laser blaster right at

Arthur.

PAUL

Look out!!!

Paul pushes Arthur away from the laser blast, causing the

laser to hit the wall. The Roach GROWLS in anger and FIRES

his drills right at Arthur. Paul kicks the drills into the

air, through the ceiling.

Bruce tackles the Roach to the floor and pinning him to the

floor. The Roach kicks Bruce off of him and throws a punch

at Bruce.

Suddenly Martin blocks the punch and then does a Hane Goshi

judo throw on the Roach, throwing him to the floor.

JAKE

(smiles)

It’s time to squash this bug.

Jake throws a downward axe kick down onto the Roach. The

Roach activates his jetpack, causing him to FLY into the

air, causing Jake to kick the floor.

The Roach HOVERS in the air and points his laser blasters at

Paul, Bruce, Martin, Jake and Arthur and he LAUGHS EVILLY.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT TWO

CUT TO

INT. LE GRAND RESTAURANT DINNING ROOM

MELLOW PIANO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back in the dinning

room Rose looks at her watch with a worried look on her

face.

(CONTINUED)
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Some of the couples in the restaurant are enjoying each

other with smiles on their faces. 2 MEN are sitting at a

table against the wall with serious looks on their face.

The Man sitting on the left side of the table gets up from

the table and knews down on 1 knee, and takes out a ring for

the other man. The other man looks surprise with a smile on

his face

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

Koalas and Arthur comes CRASHING through the wall and into

the Dinning room. People SCREAM and run for their lives.

JAKE

Sorry everyone, we are the

exterminators and we’re here to

exterminate this giant freak of

nature cockroach.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Jake?

JAKE

Hey Mom.

Suddenly the Roach tackles Jake to the floor. Bruce kicked

the Roach off from him sending him flying across the room.

People in the restaurant ran out from the restaurant as the

Roach got up from the floor.

Paul, Martin, Jake and Arthur all came out from the hole in

the wall and Paul do a jump spin hook kick right at the

Roach kicking him sending him flying and CRASHES into the

bar.

The Roach picks himself up from the broken bar. The Koalas

all go into their fighting stance. Rose McScott come

over to Arthur.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(asked)

Arthur what is going on here?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Just get somewhere safe Rose we got

it from here.

ROSE MCSCOTT

OK good luck.

(CONTINUED)
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Rose kisses Arthur on the cheek and ran off. The Roach

activated his rocket pack again and ROCKETS right at the

Koalas. Arthur does a front snap kick right at the

Roach kicking him in the face, causing him to fly upward

and CRASHES onto the floor.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to the Koalas)

The Roach wants me.

MARTIN

Why?

ARTHUR NICKELS

It’s because I told secrets from

Area 0 causing it to shut down and

losing his job.

The Roach throws a punch right at Arthur, but Arthur blocks

the punch and then does a judo throw right on the Roach.

PAUL

(smiles)

Hey looks like the judo training is

paying off.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(mentions)

I know, you also know that I

learned Eskrima and Pankration.

The Roach FIRES his powerful drills right at Arthur, but

Arthur dodges1 of the drills and Jake kicks 1 of the other

drills away from Arthur. Arthur does a triple kick at the

Roach knocking him to the wall. Suddenly the Roach gets hit

by an invisible object.

BRUCE

Did any of you guys did that?

Suddenly Fluffy APPEARS out in the open, DEACTIVATING her

INVISIBILITY function on her utility belt.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Hey guys you think we can fight

this guy on your own right.

JAKE

You came here so you won’t let us

ruin mom’s date right.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR NICKELS

You guys came to ruin our date.

MARTIN

We’ll tell you about it later.

The Roach FIRES some LASERS right at the Koalas and Arthur,

but they all dodge the lasers. Arthur throws a plate right

at the Roach hitting him in the helmet Jake uses his tonfas

to hit the Roach in the helmet and stomach and then do a leg

sweep on him knocking him to the floor.

Bruce jumps over Jake and does an elbow drop right on the

Roach , but the Roach DRILLS down through the floors of the

restaurant digging down into the floor. Bruce lands on the

floor, and then the Roach comes CRASHING through the floor

and does an uppercut punch right at Bruce sending him

slamming into the piano.

Arthur, Martin, Fluffy and Jake all do double kick attacks

right at the Roach, but the Roach dodges all of the kicks

and do counter kicks right at Arthur, Martin and Jake

knocking them to the floor. Bruce picks up the piano and

raised it in the air.

BRUCE

Hey Roach time for you to get

Squashed.

Bruce throws the piano right at the Roach hitting him

causing the piano to SLAM on top of him.

JAKE

(amazed)

I didn’t know you can pick up a

piano Big Bruce.

BRUCE

I just had it in me.

JAKE

Can you pick up the Koalamoble?

BRUCE

Oh yeah I can totally can do that.

Rose comes out from the women’s wash room.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Is everything OK out here?

Suddenly the Roach come out right through the piano.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Why is he not squashed?

PAUL

What does hi tech armor mine to

you.

THE ROACH

Oh you asked for it.

MARTIN

We were thinking the same thing.

The Roach rushes right at the Koalas. Arthur does a spin

hook kick attack right at the Roach knocking him to the

wall.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to Rose)

Come on Rose we got to get out of

here.

Arthur lends his hand to Rose and Rose grabs it and Arthur

and Rose ran to the exit holding hands.

BRUCE

(furious)

Oh come on they are holding hands.

FLUFFY

Just let it go Big Bruce or should

I say mama’s boy.

The Roach blocks their way to the exit.

THE ROACH

You’re not going anywhere.

The Roach does a jump kick right at Arthur knocking him to

the floor and grabs Rose and then BLAST OFF through the

ceiling.

PAUL

Mom No!!!

The Koalas and Arthur all run out through the exit and go

outside.

CUT TO
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EXT. EUCALYPCITY LE GRAND RESTAURANT EVENING

The Koalas and Arthur come out from the restaurant and

looked up to the sky seeing the Roach blasting off with Rose

in his arm.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Arthur, my cuddly Koalas.

PAUL

(shouted)

Don’t worry mom we’re coming!!!

Martin takes out his Koala cell and starts to track the

Roach.

MARTIN

I activated the tracking function

on mom’s cell phone so we have a

lock on them.

FLUFFY

(asked Arthur)

Arthur how do you know the Roach or

should I say Archer Area?

ARTHUR NICKELS

(answers)

I worked with him to over 5 years

and with you guys in the picture I

have to tell the truth to the

public where we got out Area 50’s

technology from and that he vow to

get revenge on me.

Martin’s Koala Cell BEEPS.

MARTIN

(to the others)

Everyone the Roach is taking mom

to Area 50.

ARTHUR NICKELS

That’s his hide out.

BRUCE

(mad)

Once we are done with him he won’t

regret it.

FADE TO
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INT. AREA 50 ABANDON LABORATORY EVENING

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In Area

50’s laboratory The Roach wraps Rose on the table. The Roach

then takes off his helmet revealing that he is Archer Area.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

Hey I remembered you, you’re that

evil man who wanted to experiment

on my Cuddly Koalas.

ARCHER AREA

(grins)

Yes I am you’re children certainly

grow the past 11 years.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes and they grown to be quit

karate expects.

ARCHER AREA

Not tough enough to beat me.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(asked)

Speaking of you what do you want

with me?

ARCHER AREA

(answered)

Simple really when your koalas get

here, they’ll walk into my trap so

you’ll watch your Koalas’ furs get

cut off.

FLUFFY(O.S)

First I love my fur second you’re

not going to cut it off.

Archer Area turn to see the Koalas and Arthur are on the

balcony behind him.

The Koalas leaped from the balcony and landed onto the

floor. ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Paul pulled

out his three section staff and twirls it 3 times and the

Koalas all go into their fighting stances. Arthur came

behind Archer and punched him in the face causing him to

fall to the floor knocking his helmet off from the table.

Archer picked up the Roach helmet and put it on his head and

become the Roach again. Paul uses his three section staff to

hit the Roach and then do a back kick at him.

(CONTINUED)
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THE ROACH

My turn

The Roach fired his drills right at Paul, but Bruce came in

front of him and uses his kuwa to hit the drills back at the

Roach hitting his armor. Fluffy and Jake all do flying jump

kicks right at the Roach hitting him, but the Roach blocked

both of the kicks and to a double back kick right at Jake

and Fluffy.

Arthur runs up to Rose.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(glad)

I am so glad that you guys are

here.

ARTHUR NICKELS

No problem, now let me get you out

of that rope.

ROSE MCSCOTT

No need to.

Rose BREAKS out of the rope and stands off of the table.

JAKE

Well that was easy.

FLUFFY

(mentions)

Hey mom always hugs Arthur.

JAKE

Oh now I get it.

Martin and Bruce tackles the Roach to the wall, SLAMMING him

into the wall. Paul does a jump kick right at the Roach

while he is pinned to the wall. The Roach pushes Bruce and

Martin off of him and he ACTIVATES his jet pack BLASTING him

right at Paul throwing a punch right at him, causing him to

CRASH into a crate.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

Nobody hurts my Cuddly Koalas.

JAKE

(mentions)

Expect you during practice

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh Jakey that was an accident.

BRUCE

Tell that to my ears that you

twisted over the years.

Rose does a flying tornado kick right at the Roach hitting

him, causing him to fly across the room and CRASHES into the

wall.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Let me handle the Roach.

The Roach picks himself up from the floor and into his

fighting stances. Arthur goes into his fighting stance also.

The Roach does a jump kick right at Arthur, but Arthur

dodges the kick and does a side kick at the Roach.The Roach

throws a punch at Arthur hitting him in the face. Arthur

takes out his taser and SHOCKS the Roach and then does a

kick right at the Roach kicking him to the floor.

The Roach jumps off of the floor and FIRES his LASERS at

Arthur,but Arthur dodge all of the laser fire and then

throws an uppercut punch right at the Roach causing him to

tumble to the floor.

THE ROACH

(mad)

Oh it’s on

The Roach plugs in a wire from the wall into his suit

causing ELECTRICITY to SHOCK his suit causing his suit to

grow MUSCLES.

THE ROACH

(explains)

This is my suits upgrade.

MARTIN

With electricity causing the suit

to increases it’s size and it’s

muscle mass.

The Roach run right at the Koalas, Arthur and Rose.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to Paul)

We have to stop the Roach together.

PAUL

I was thinking the same thing.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas all do front snap kicks right at the Roach

kicking him in the chest and then Rose does a flying tornado

jump kick at the Roach, causing him to SKID across the floor

and causing his upgrade to DEACTIVATE and his muscles to

SHIRNK.

Paul do a Seoi Nage judo throw on the Roach throwing him to

the floor. Bruce does an axe kick at the Roach hitting him,

the Roach ACTIVATES his rocket pack causing him to FLY up to

the ceiling and FIRES his LASERS and drills right at the

Koalas, Arthur and Rose McScott all of the laser fire and

drills and Rose and Fluffy both do flying jump kicks right

at the Roach hitting him causing him flying into a broom

closet CRASHING into it.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to the Roach)

Give up Archer Area 50 is closed

forever and you don’t have anything

to do about it.

THE ROACH

(mad)

Yes I do, after all of these years

I had to work for the man having to

work unless jobs where the man is

in charged, but not anymore once I

shave all of your fur I am going to

make them into fur coats.

MARTIN

(asked)

How will that help?

THE ROACH

(furious)

I don’t know I am just mad.

The Roach charges right at the Koalas and throws a kick

right at Jake, but Jake blocks the kick. Bruce grabs his arm

and do Kata guruma judo throw on the Roach and Martin do

kick right at the Roach as he is thrown through the air

sending him flying and CRASHING into the table.

The Roach picks up the table that he crashed into and throws

it at the Koalas. Rose McScott does a karate chop on the

table and then does a cartwheel and then a flying jump kick

right at the Roach kicking it’s helmet off, causing it to

SHATTER to the floor.

ARCHER AREA

Hey that’s not fare I took that

from Area 51.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Man build your own armor for once.

ARCHER AREA

(mad)

You take that back Four eyes

Archer Area FIRES a POWERFUL LASER right at the Koalas,

Arthur and Rose McScott. Arthur quickly picks up a mirror

and uses it to REFLECT the laser right back at Archer

Area damaging his armored suit and causing his suit to

EXPLODE.

MARTIN

Eureka, as the laser blasted the

suit, the suit causes to explode.

JAKE

How did it causes that?

MARTIN

Might be a metal that causes the

suit to over heat causing it to

explode.

As the smoke clears Archer Area is in his boxers.

ARCHER AREA

(embarrassed)

Oh Crud

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to the others)

So shall we.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Let’s do it.

The Koalas, Arthur and Rose all kick Archer Area causing him

to fly upward and CRASHES into the ceiling and then falls

down onto the floor.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Well that was one date night.

ARTHUR NICKELS

How can you tell it was good?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well I do want some action sometime

in life.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(confesses)

Mom, Arthur we just like to say

sorry about what happen tonight .

BRUCE

It’s just that we are worried about

you breaking our mom’s heart.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Hey I won’t break your mom’s heart,

but you did ruined our date and

this isn’t the first date that was

ruined.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(explain)

Arthur told me about his parents

that ruined his first date by

making a fake phone call and taking

his food that he ordered.

JAKE

Hey that’s what we did tonight.

Bruce punches jake in the shoulder.

ROSE MCSCOTT

But please don’t worry about me

when I go on a date night with

Arthur.

PAUL

WE promise mom.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM THE NEXT NIGHT.

In the living room Bruce was flipping channels, Paul and

Martin are reading some books, Jake is lessening to some

music and Fluffy is filing her nails. Then Rose come into

the living room.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Koalas)

OK my Cuddly Koalas me and Arthur

are going to see a movie are you

guys going to be OK?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(smiles)

Yes mom enjoy your evening.

Rose then kiss each of the Koala’s foreheads and then left

the living room.

BRUCE

You know we should do something

tonight.

JAKE

Are you guys thinking what I am

thinking.

MARTIN

Is it ruining another date with mom

and Arthur.

JAKE

No, maybe.

CUT TO

INT. PABLO’S RESTAURANT EVENING.

MEXICAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At Pablo’s the

Koalas are sitting in the middle of the restaurant.

JAKE

Is going to Pablo’s.

The Koalas started to eat the tacos that are on the table.

PAUL

(eating a taco)

This is a great idea Jakey.

JAKE

I know, keep the tacos coming

Pablo.

PABLO(O.S)

You bet ya.

The Koalas still eating the tacos.

FADE TO BLACK


